Company Name:

Glowtec Oxford Limited

Primary Trade:

Property Maintenance & Repair Services

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Kevin Brand

Full Address:

4 Glebelands Headington Oxford Oxfordshire

Postcode:

OX3 7EL

Contact Telephone:

Contact Email:

glowtecoxltd@sky.com

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.plumberoxford.com

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

01865 760001

07506 064751

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Bathroom Design & Installation
Building Contractors
Chimney Cleaning/Services
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Electrical Appliances Repairs / Spares
Fires / Fireplaces
Gas Engineers/Servicing
Guttering / Soffits / Fascias
Heating - Oil Fired Boilers / Installation & Domestic Fuels
Heating Services
Plumbers / Plumbing
Property Maintenance & Repair Services
Tiling Services
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

14

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
24-Nov-2018

Kevin responded promptly to email contact and made
arrangements to attend promptly the next morning to
rectify a broken boiler. The work was carried out
quickly,, without any mess and with a fair price for
such a prompt service.

24-Mar-2018

Glowtec did a great job in installing a new bathroom
and other plumbing repairs. The quality of work,
reliability in doing what was agreed and
communication was excellent. They were flexible in
dealing with delivery failures of the bathroom
suppliers. I would use Glowtec again without
hestitation.

12-Nov-2017

Always very professional. Good to feel confident that
my boiler is being carefully serviced annually by
Glowtec Oxford Ltd.

02-Nov-2017

Kevin installed a new boiler for me 6 years ago & has
serviced it every year since. The installation was
inspected by Corgi at the time of commissioning & I
was told that it was a 1st class job he had done, Kevin
has always turned up when he said he would & I have
watched him work & I know he does a proper job, he
does not overcharge for his work, & one thing I can say
for sure is, he would never knowingly do you a bad job.
I have no reservations in recommending him or his
workmanship, This is a decent hard working man, I
have had many a so called professional let me down,
Kevin is not one of them.

02-Nov-2017

I had a bit of an emergency with a bathroom leak,
which required fixing quickly. Kevin came round and
fixed the leak promptly and to a high standard. He is
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always polite and punctual. Would happily use Kevin's
services again for any plumbing/heating work required.
01-Nov-2017

Two years ago we had a terminal boiler failure running
into autumn and contacted Glowtec based on research
from this site. Kevin was prompt in responding to our
issue and provided sound professional advice on a
replacement boiler. Which was installed promptly, on
time and within budget, and has continued to provide
advice and servicing (including reminders for the
annual service!) since we formed our relationship. I
cannot recommend Glowtec highly enough.

01-Nov-2017

I have used Kevin Brand of Glowtec to renew my gas
boiler, a complex operation in a large house. He did an
impeccable job, promptly and courteously. He has also
serviced the boiler for the last three years. Finally,
there have been problems with the radiators and
ancillary units that were fitted before I used Glowtec.
Kevin has fixed everything promptly and professionally.
I hope never to use another heating engineer.

04-May-2017
06-Sep-2016

Job well done, good communication.

16-Jul-2015

I could not have asked for a better service. Kevin was
very professional and helpful. He was also extremely
efficient, as he managed to diagnose the problem on
the phone and so made sure that he brought the
necessary part with him. Would definitely use him
again

12-Mar-2015

A very professional approach from the initial telephone
appointment, arrival, job undertaken, paperwork &
departure. More importantly the charge was fair. Very
pleased.

02-Feb-2015
07-Jan-2015
07-Jan-2015

I am very pleased with the work they have done and I
will recommend them to others.
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